KC20
LOW VOC
POST SANDING CLEANER

House of Kolor
Premium Kustom Finishes Since 1956

One U.S. Gallon (3.78 L)

Non-Photochemically Reacts
Read cautions and emergency instructions elsewhere.
HOKSP01 | KOSMIC SPRAYER

The Kosmic Sprayer (HOKSP01) is designed to work primarily with House of Kolor’s KC10 Wax & Grease Remover and KC20 Post Sanding Cleaner. These handy sprayers make cleanup and prep an ease for any painter. With this innovative design this sprayer is designed to cut down waste and increase productivity.

**HOKSP01 KOSMIC SPRAYER**

**WORKING CAPACITY:**
1.27 U.S. Quart / 1.2 Liter

**MADE UP OF:**
PE Bio-Plastic & high TEK seals.

**PRODUCTS USED IN SPRAYER:**
KC10 - Wax & Grease Remover
KC20 - Post Sanding Cleaner

KC10 removes grease, wax, silicone, adhesives, tar, tree sap, insects and dirt. This is a quick-flashing product designed to speed initial surface prep before sanding and body work. Don’t apply more than you can wipe clean before KC10 dries. This product is only for use in National Rule areas.

**KC10 WAX & GREASE REMOVER**

**MIX RATIO:** READY-FOR-USE

**SIZES AVAILABLE:** Gallon

**TIPS:** KC10 is used to remove tar, wax and grease prior to sanding. It’s recommended to wipe the surface twice, using clean wipes each time. This product is not meant to be used as a final wipe down product prior to painting. Use KC20 for a final wipe down, followed by tack and prime, seal or paint!

KC20 removes sanding residue as well as dirt, hand oils, and other light contaminants. KC20 will also reduce static when used on plastic and fiberglass parts. KC20 is designed for use in initial and final surface preparation.

**KC20 POST SANDING CLEANER**

**MIX RATIO:** READY-FOR-USE

**SIZES AVAILABLE:** Gallon

**NOTE:** KC20 is our recommended product for cleanup on our basecoats if necessary prior to topcoat application.